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The Nikon D3300 is a powerful new camera intended for amateurs who want to
jump into photography with the control and capabilities of a DSLR. This camera is
considered an entry-level DSLR and replaces the Nikon D3200. While the
camera manual explains what the camera can do, it doesn't show exactly how to
use the camera to create great images! That's where Nikon D3300: From
Snapshots to Great Shots comes in. Starting with the top ten things users need
to know about the camera, author Rob Sylvan carefully guides readers through
the operating features. Readers get practical advice from a pro on which settings
to use when, great shooting tips, and end of chapter assignments. From
Snapshots to Great Shots is a beautiful how-to photography series that provides
the perfect blend of instruction, inspiration, and reference for specific camera
models and photography concepts. Featuring a clear, elegant design;
outstanding images that educate and inspire; and a friendly, accessible voice,
this series helps photographers get great shots every time they pick up their
camera.
Cut through the clutter with this guide written specifically for your Nikon D5000 DSLR. Packed with diagrams, instructions, and tips, Magic Lantern is a perenially
popular choice for photographers seeking to master their cameras. Sturdy with
laminated covers for long life and sized for portability, Magic Lantern Guides
cover all camera features and functions and include insider techniques from
photographer/authors who shoot with the camera.
Architectural photography is more than simply choosing a subject and pressing
the shutter-release button; it’s more than just documenting a project. An
architectural photograph shows the form and appeal of a building far better than
any other medium. With the advent of the digital photographic workflow,
architects, real estate firms, and interior designers are discovering exciting new
opportunities to present and market their work. But what are the ingredients for a
successful architectural photograph? What equipment do you need? How can
you improve your images in the digital darkroom? Why does a building look
different in reality than it does in a photograph? In this book you will find the
answers to these questions and much more. Author Adrian Schulz—an architect
and photographer by training—uses real-world projects to teach you how to: •
Capture outstanding images of buildings, inside and out • Choose the right
equipment and use it effectively • Compose architectural shots • Work with
ambient and artificial light • Process images in an efficient workflow based on
Adobe Photoshop and other tools This book is a step-by-step guide to
architectural photography for both the aspiring amateur photographer interested
in architectural photography and the professional photographer who wants to
expand his skills in this domain. Moreover, architects themselves will find this
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book motivating and inspiring. This third edition has been extensively revised
and includes nearly 100 new images and illustrations. Updates include
information on topics such as: - Photographic technology, including digital
cameras, lens quality and construction, and large format cameras - Shooting
techniques - The real life of a professional architectural photographer - Traveling
- Analog to digital shooting - Stadium photography - Image Processing, including
screenshots from the latest image-processing software such as Adobe
Photoshop CC With this book, you’ll learn a variety of creative tips, tricks, and
guidelines for making the perfect architectural image.
David Busch's Nikon D3500 Guide to Digital SLR Photography is your all-in-one
comprehensive resource and reference for the Nikon D3500 camera, the
company’s most compact and easy-to-use entry-level dSLR. Taking and sharing
pictures is easier than ever, thanks to the D3500’s enhanced Guide Mode and
SnapBridge Bluetooth Low Energy wireless link between the D3500 and your
Android or iOS smartphone or tablet.. This 24-megapixel camera offers Full HD
1080p 60 fps video, continuous shooting at up to 5 frames per second, and
increased battery life of up to 1550 shots per charge. With this book in hand, you
can fine tune your camera skills as you explore the world of digital photography,
develop your creativity, and take great photographs with your D3500.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon
D3500 Guide to Digital SLR Photography covers all the camera's features in
depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure,
lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy visual guide
to the D3500, with close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's essential
features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly,
when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every
menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your
guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities,
whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for
fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to
light with the Nikon D3500 today. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
11.0px Verdana}
DAVID BUSCH'S NIKON D810 GUIDE TO DIGITAL SLR PHOTOGRAPHY is a
complete resource and reference for the Nikon D810, the new 36 megapixel
model featuring a new sensor, extra movie options, and faster focus/operation.
With this book in hand, you will explore the world of digital photography, develop
your creativity, and take great photographs with the Nikon D810. With clear howto steps and full-color illustrations, DAVID BUSCH'S NIKON D810 GUIDE TO
DIGITAL SLR PHOTOGRAPHY covers your camera's features in depth, from
taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lenses,
lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques
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and situations. Also included is the handy Nikon D810 "roadmap," an easy-to-use
visual guide to the camera's features and controls. With David Busch as your
guide, you'll be in full creative control, whether you're shooting on the job, as an
advanced hobbyist, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge,
creativity, and confidence with the Nikon D810 today.
David Busch's Nikon D500 Guide to Digital SLR Photography is the most
comprehensive reference and guide book for Nikon's long-awaited
20.9-megapixel enthusiast/professional DX-format digital camera. With the same
180,000-pixel metering sensor and lightning-fast 153-point autofocus system
found in Nikon's top-of-the-line D5, this model offers precise exposure and fast
focusing at up to 10 frames per second. The D500 adds stunning 4K/UHD video
capabilities, and a new "SnapBridge" feature that provides a seamless
connection between the camera and a smartphone using a Bluetooth link. With
this b.
Get ready to go from digital picture taker to digital photographer! "Mastering
Digital Photography, Second Edition" shows youhow to take your digital
photography to the next level using the simple tools and techniques that separate
the amateurs from the pros. Achieve pixel proficiency as you learn what your
digital camera's controls mean to your photographs as well as the creative
techniques that allow you to capture the ideal image digitally. Discover both the
technical side of digital photography - why so many options, features, and
formats exist and how to use them to improve your pictures - as well as the
professional techniques that anyone can use to take better action photos,
portraits, scenic shots, close-ups, and more. "Mastering Digital Photography,
Second Edition" gives you everything you need to take professional-quality
photographs with your digital camera.
Mastering the Nikon D500 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of experience-based information
and insights for owners of the new D500 camera. Darrell is determined to help the user
navigate past the confusion that often comes with complex and powerful professional camera
equipment. This book explores the features and capabilities of the camera in a way that far
surpasses the user’s manual. It guides readers through the camera features with step-by-step
setting adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed how, when, and why explanations for each
option. Every button, dial, switch, and menu configuration setting is explored in a user-friendly
manner, with suggestions for setup according to various shooting styles. Darrell’s friendly and
informative writing style allows readers to easily follow directions while feeling as if a friend
dropped in to share his knowledge. The information in this book goes beyond the camera itself
and also covers basic photography technique.
See the world differently through your new Nikon D5300 Your new Nikon D5300 digital SLR
camera represents something about you. It shows that you want something more than a pointand-shoot camera has to offer. You want to take better photos. You want more control. You
don't want to rely on editing to make beautiful photographs. Well, there's good news-you now
have the right tool to make that happen! Now you need to learn how to use it. The Nikon
D5300 has more features and expanded capabilities, and offers you more options for shooting
in different situations. Taking advantage of the full complement of controls and settings gives
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you the power to capture images in new and imaginative ways. Nikon D5300 For Dummies is
your ultimate guide to using your new DSLR to its utmost capability. Author Julie Adair King
brings her vast experience both as a veteran photographer and a photography teacher to you
in this full-color, easy to follow Nikon D5300 guide. Nikon D5300 For Dummies contains more
information that you would typically get in a basic photography course, plus information specific
to the camera. Over 200 full-color images help illustrate concepts and apply them to the Nikon
D5300, making this the ultimate reference for the beginning or veteran photographer. Master
controls, basic photography principles, and shooting in auto Get creative with advanced
settings and video functions Take charge with manual controls, and understand camera
functionality Find tips on editing and sharing photos You have an excellent camera. Don't be
content with shooting in auto mode forever! Master your DSLR and learn your way around the
settings for the most gorgeous photographs you've ever taken. Nikon D5300 For Dummies is
your guide to making it all happen.
Professional photography advice for D3000 beginners The Nikon D3000 is Nikon's new entrylevel camera. With the D3000, you get all the features of Nikon's older cameras along with an
updated battery, larger monitor, and improved focus features. In addition, the D3000 also
offers simpler menus to help first-time DSLR users. Assuming no prior dSLR knowledge,
veteran author Julie Adair King offers you a tour of the camera body, a hands-on how-to on all
the features of the D3000, and a step-by-step walkthrough of how to get the photos you want.
Explains shooting in auto mode, reviews the new video option, and covers working with file
size and quality Walks you through shifting out of automatic mode and using the D3000's
lighting, exposure, focus, and color features Demonstrates getting photos from your camera to
your PC, developing an effective file system, and sharing photos via print, online, or other ways
Packed with useful tips, this helpful guide encourages you to take control of your camera.
Beloved authors Julia Quinn, Elizabeth Boyle, Laura Lee Guhrke, and Stefanie Sloane deliver
the stories of four friends from Mrs. Rochambeaux’s Gentle School for Girls who find an old
sixpence in their bedchamber and decide that it will be the lucky coin for each of their
weddings . . . “Something Old” Julia Quinn’s prologue introduces her heroine, Beatrice
Heywood, and the premise for Four Weddings and a Sixpence. “Something New” In Stefanie
Sloane’s unforgettable story, an ever-vigilant guardian decrees that Anne Brabourne must
marry by her twenty-first birthday. But love finds her in the most unexpected of ways.
“Something Borrowed” Elizabeth Boyle tells the tale of Cordelia Padley, who has invented a
betrothed to keep her family from pestering her to wed. Now she’ll need to borrow one to
convince them she’s found her true love. “Something Blue” In Laura Lee Guhrke’s story,
unlucky Lady Elinor Daventry has her sixpence stolen from her and must convince the rake
who pilfered the coin to return it in time for her own wedding. “ . . . and a Sixpence in Her
Shoe”
Build your photography skills step-by-step with an independent photography course that guides
you through every aspect of digital photography. Includes advice and stunning images, this eguide will help you master your photography and image-editing skills, and maximize your
artistic talent in as little as 20 weeks. Digital Photography Complete Course uses a
combination of tutorials, step-by-step demonstrations, practical assignments, and Q&As to help
you understand and use your camera to its full capacity. Choose your own pace to work
through the modules-the program is completely customizable to your schedule. As you work
through the lessons, test your new knowledge and troubleshoot common issues. With the aid
of helpful text and innovative graphics in Digital Photography Complete Course, you'll explore a
wide range of genres: Find out how to create landscapes, portraits, still life, and action shots as
you discover the full range of your camera and learn how to take professional-looking pictures
you'll be proud to display.
David Busch's Nikon Z7 II/Z6 II Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive
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resource and reference for Nikon’s next-generation Z7 II and Z6 II mirrorless cameras. The
company has upgraded these compact cameras with the features most requested by
enthusiasts, including two memory card slots, advanced autofocus features, and performanceenhancing dual EXPEED 6 processors. Serious photographers can select the high-resolution
45.7 megapixel Z7 II, or opt for the higher continuous shooting rates and stellar low-light
versatility of the 24 megapixel Z6 II. Both cameras offer incredible image quality, especially
when coupled with a burgeoning line of ultra-sharp S-series, Z-mount lenses. The affordable
FTZ adapter allows you to use more than 300 different lenses in Nikon’s F-mount lineup, too.
Five-axis in-body image stabilization provides up to five stops of anti-shake performance so
you can hand-hold the camera at slower shutter speeds. An improved autofocus system with
human and animal eye/face detection offers lightning fast focus for stills and both 4K and Full
HD movie-shooting. With this book in hand, you’ll master all these impressive features, and
fine tune your camera skills as develop your creativity taking great photographs with your new
Z7 II or Z6 II.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon Z7 II/Z6 II
Guide to Digital Photography covers the cameras’ capabilities in depth, from taking your first
photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and
relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the
handy visual guide to the Z7 II and Z6 II, with close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's
essential features and controls. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when
not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With
best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full
creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an
advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence,
while bringing your vision to light with the Nikon Z7 II or Z6 II today.
An easy-to-follow Nikon D5600 photography class—in a book! Your Nikon D5600 is a powerful
tool equipped to take top-notch photos. But unless you know how to use it to its full potential,
your professional-grade camera will produce underwhelming amateur-grade photos. And that's
where Nikon D5600 For Dummies comes in! Packed with all the expert tips and tricks you
need to get your Nikon to live up to its name, this guide shows you how to use it to get truly
striking shots—in a flash. Written by an expert on all things Nikon—and brimming with inspiring
full-color photos—the step-by-step instruction offered inside arms shutterbugs of all skill levels
with the know-how to turn any scene into a beautiful work of art. Whether you're looking to
capture a cozy low-light shot or forever memorialize an awesome action scene, Nikon D5600
For Dummies will take your photography skills to picturesque new heights. Discover all your
camera's features and capabilities Get better photos in auto or manual mode Adjust focus on
the fly Start speaking photography lingo like a pro Even Leonardo da Vinci had to learn to work
with paints and brushes before he could create the Mona Lisa. Before you let your frustration
get the best of you, take heed in the friendly guidance in Nikon D5600 For Dummies.

David Busch's Nikon D5600 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one
comprehensive resource and reference for the Nikon D5600 camera. This ultracompact
and light weight Nikon digital SLR has new SnapBridge wireless Bluetooth
communication so you can use your iOS or Android device to control the camera. Nikon
has also added an easy-to-use time-lapse feature to its impressive capabilities, which
include a swiveling touch screen LCD that makes taking photos or changing settings
quick and easy. The D5600 captures 24-megapixel still images and 1080p 60 fps highPage 5/12
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definition movies with stereo sound, too. With this book in hand, you can fine tune your
camera skills as you explore the world of digital photography, develop your creativity,
and take great photographs with your D5600. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'} Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color
illustrations, David Busch's Nikon D5600 Guide to Digital Photography covers all the
camera's features in depth, from taking your first photos through advanced details of
setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more, and relates each feature to specific
photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy visual guide to the
D5600, with close-up photos and descriptions of the camera's essential features and
controls, including the versatile LCD touch screen. Learn when to use each option and,
more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s recommended
settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and mentor David Busch
as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities,
whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun.
Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing your vision to light with
the Nikon D5600 today.
Photographers! Your guide is here! The demand for high-quality photographs is higher
than ever. Whether you’re building your influencer rating online, capturing the moments
of a child’s life, or are looking for ways to improve your skills, photography know-how is
a must-have skill. Digital Photography For Dummies helps you do more than pointing,
shooting, and hoping for the best or slapping a filter on a camera phone shot. This book
introduces you to the camera settings and techniques that separate okay pictures from
frame-worthy portraits. It then explains how to apply those skills to capturing your own
portraits, landscape shots, and high-action photos. Develop a better eye for image
composition Discover how to light photos better, including using natural light Learn to
get quick results in auto settings or take full control in manual mode Discover the
elements of exposure and how they influence the final product Find instructions on
taking a formal or casual portrait Apply basic editing techniques to finalize your image
Go beyond photo apps and apply the techniques pros use for their images.
Mastering the Nikon D610 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of experience-based
information and insights for owners of the new D610 camera. Darrell is determined to
help the user navigate past the confusion that often comes with complex and powerful
professional camera equipment. This book explores the features and capabilities of the
camera in a way that far surpasses the user's manual. It guides readers through the
camera features with step-by-step setting adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed
how, when, and why explanations for each option. Every button, dial, switch, and menu
configuration setting is explored in a user-friendly manner, with suggestions for setup
according to various shooting styles. Darrell's friendly and informative writing style
allows readers to easily follow directions while feeling as if a friend dropped in to share
his knowledge. The learning experience for new D610 users goes beyond just the
camera itself and covers basic photography technique.
Discover the essentials to getting better photos with the Nikon DLSLR D3400 The
Nikon D3400 hits stores as Nikon's most advanced entry-level DSLR camera. Along
with the pixel power to deliver sharp images, it also offers tools to be instantly creative
and quickly share photos to a smartphone. This book will get you up to speed on the
D3400 in a flash—teaching you all the basic photography skills needed to get great
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shots from a DSLR camera, while also giving you clear, hands-on guidance through the
D3400's specific controls. Nikon D3400 for Dummies helps you learn the ins and outs
of the Nikon D3400, including how to get started right away in auto mode, get creative
with scene modes, and take full control in manual mode. Filled with practical, easy-tofollow instructions, this book will help you transform from an inexperienced beginner to
an advanced shutterbug whose shots could grace the cover of any popular magazine.
Get the lowdown on the controls and settings on a Nikon D3400 Learn how pro
photographers set their cameras to get better shots Discover the tools that control your
camera's exposure settings Put your newfound knowledge together to shoot better
portraits, action shots, and low-light images If you're ready to put down your dinky, dimlit, non-zooming smartphone and pick up a real professional-grade DSLR camera, do
so with the help of Nikon D3400 for Dummies.
David Busch's Nikon D5500 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one
comprehensive resource and reference for the Nikon D5500 camera. This ultracompact
and lightweight Nikon digital SLR has a swiveling touch screen LCD that makes taking
photos or changing settings quick and easy. The D5500 includes built-in Wi-Fi, so you
can use your iOS or Android device to control the camera or upload photos to your
phone, tablet, or personal computer. The D5500 captures 24-megapixel still images
and 1080p 60 fps high-definition movies with stereo sound, too. With this book in hand,
you can fine-tune your camera skills as you explore the world of digital photography,
develop your creativity, and take great photographs with your D5500. Filled with
detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon D5500 Guide to
Digital Photography covers all the camera's features in depth, from taking your first
photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting, and more,
and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations. Also
included is the handy visual guide to the D5500, with close-up photos and descriptions
of the camera's essential features and controls, including the versatile LCD touch
screen. Learn when to use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them,
by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling
photographer and mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative
mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, taking shots
as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and
confidence, while bringing your vision to light with the Nikon D5500 today.
8 books in 1 - your key to terrific digital photos! Your one-stop, full-color guide to
creating digital images with "wow" From picking your camera to posting photos on the
Web, here's what you need to know about digital photography in eight easy-to-use
minibooks! Packed with full-color examples that will get your creative juices flowing, this
guide helps you take better pictures; edit, organize, and share them; restore vintage
prints; and more. Discover how to Choose the right camera and software Compose and
shoot great pictures Edit images with Photoshop and Photoshop Elements Scan old
prints and repair them Print your photos or share them online
Nikon's high-end 36MP D800 and D800E DSLRs have been consolidated with the
release of the D810. It is not simply an upgrade: major changes substantially extend its
capabilities and make the camera more attractive to buyers considering a move to a fullframe camera. Some features from the D4s have been incorporated into the D810.
Videographers, for example, will be pleased with additions to its video feature set.
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Other refinements include a redesigned shutter and mirror mechanism to reduce the
shock of shutter actuation, which can reduce resolution. There's also a new S-Raw
mode for reduced-resolution raw capture.
This is a reference guide for the Nikon D5300, one of the most advanced entry-level
cameras that Nikon has ever introduced, featuring 24 megapixels of resolution,
sophisticated full high-definition, movie-making capabilities, built-in Wi-Fi and GPS
features, and blazing-fast automatic focus. It shows how, when, and why to use all the
features, controls, and functions to take great photographs and movies. Introductory
chapters cover the basics of the camera. Also covered: how to select the best
autofocus mode, shutter speed, f/stop, and flash capability to take great pictures under
any conditions; advanced shooting techniques, including high-definition movie making;
troubleshooting and prevention tips to keep the camera and media operating smoothly;
and the basics of good photography. -David Busch's Nikon D850 Guide to Digital SLR Photography is your all-in-one
comprehensive resource and reference for the feature-packed Nikon D850 camera.
Built around a ground-breaking 45.7 megapixel back-illuminated sensor, this
pro/enthusiast model offers incredible image quality and high ISO performance, along
with 4K movie shooting capabilities. With continuous shooting up to 9 fps with optional
battery grip, the Nikon D850 is one of the most versatile cameras the company has
ever offered. With this book in hand, you master all the camera’s impressive features,
and fine tune your skills as you develop your creativity taking great photographs with
your D850. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'}
p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'; min-height:
15.0px} Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon
D850 Guide to Digital SLR Photography covers all the camera's capabilities in depth,
from taking your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens
selection, lighting, and more. It relates each feature to specific photographic techniques
and situations. Also included is a handy visual guide to the D850, with close-up photos
and descriptions of the camera's essential features and controls. Learn when to use
each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s
recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and
mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your
camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast,
or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing
your vision to light with the Nikon D850 today.
Describes the features of a digital SLR camera, covering such topics as settings,
exposure controls, lighting, lenses, and creating a photograph.
What’s your definition of a photo studio? Is it a room with a white seamless backdrop
or a cyc wall? Maybe it’s simply anywhere you’re in control of the lighting. In a perfect
world, where every day is a breezy 72 degrees with partial cloud coverage, we would all
have a 5,000-square-foot studio–and the entire catalog of B&H™ in our equipment
lockups. But the reality is that you may have an outdated DSLR with two decent lenses
(which took you several years to save up for), and all you have at your disposal is an
unfinished basement, your garage, or the empty conference room at your office. That’s
where Studio Anywhere comes in. With photographer Nick Fancher as your guide,
you’ll learn how to get portfolio-ready photos while working in some of the most
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problematic scenarios imaginable. Whether shooting a corporate portrait, a test shoot
with a model, or a promo shoot with a band, you’ll discover that most of the time,
there’s no need for an expensive studio–you just have to get creative. Studio
Anywhere is a resource for photographers to learn through behind-the-scenes photos
and lighting diagrams from a range of photo shoots–but it doesn’t stop there. Because
directing a photo shoot involves more than simply knowing how to wield a camera or
process a raw file, Nick also lets you in on the aesthetic decisions he makes in his
signature photos, inspiring you to develop your own vision. And, finally, he describes
his Lightroom and Photoshop workflow so you can learn how to deftly navigate postprocessing. Shows how to create images with minimal equipment that is within reach of
anyone’s budget Takes you through the entire shoot, from concept to lighting to
exposure to post-processing in Lightroom and Photoshop Teaches how to build a
portfolio without a dedicated studio space
Jump into photography and the Nikon D5500 with this easy-to-read guide Armed with
the new Nikon D5500 digital camera, but don't know where to start? No problem! Nikon
D5500 For Dummies is the definitive guide to helping newbies and aspiring
photographers get up and running with this great DSLR camera. You'll dive right in to
using your camera in automatic mode, then build on this basic knowledge by learning
about manual settings, exposure, and more advanced techniques that will have you
taking great photographs in a flash. This easy-to-use guide combines the tips and tricks
of a basic photography course with camera-specific guidance that will help you with the
Nikon D5500's basic settings, manual mode, WiFi connectivity, touchscreen interface,
and so much more! The Nikon D5500 is the perfect camera for a connected generation
— it offers the features of a DSLR with the connectivity of a smart phone and, but its
high-quality photos go well beyond what you can snap from your phone. With this fun
guide, you'll take your photography to the next level! Get started with a roadmap of the
Nikon D5500 controls and options for taking photos in automatic mode, with preset
shooting modes, or in manual mode. Take a crash course on exposure and how to
control it, along with lens and flash options of your camera Find out how to adjust color
and focus, use manual settings, and take photos in scene mode and priority mode Pull
all your newfound photography chops together to take better portraits, action shots,
night photos, and outdoor shots Nikon D5500 For Dummies is the guide you need to
get up and running quickly and easily with your great new DSLR camera.
Unlock all the secrets of the powerful new Nikon D3100 DSLR camera Author Julie
King knows how to teach newbies, and in this handy guide she?ll help you get the very
most out of the powerful new Nikon D3100. Say you?re already an experienced
photographer? The helpful tips and tricks in this friendly book will get you quickly up to
speed on the D3100?s new 14-megapixel sensor, continous video/live focus, full HD
video, expanded autofocus, and more. As a seasoned instructor at the Palm Beach
Photographic Center, Julie anticipates all questions, whether you?re a beginner or
digital camera pro, and offers pages of easy-to-follow advice. Helps you get every bit of
functionality out of the new Nikon D3100 camera Walks you through its exciting new
features, including the 14-megapixel sensor, continous video/live focus, full HD video,
expanded autofocus, and the updated in-camera menu Explores shooting in Auto
mode, managing playback options, and basic troubleshooting Explains how to adjust
the camera?s manual settings for your own preferred exposure, lighting, focus, and
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color style Covers digital photo housekeeping tips?how to organize, edit, and share
your files Tap all the tools in this hot new DSLR camera and start taking some great pix
with Nikon D3100 For Dummies.
David Busch's Nikon D780 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one
comprehensive resource and reference for the exciting Nikon D780 digital SLR. This
weather-sealed pro/enthusiast camera is built around a 24.5 megapixel backilluminated sensor that offers incredible image quality and features a dual focus system
for fast phase detect autofocus in both viewfinder and live view/movie modes. Burst
shooting with continuous autofocus at 7 frames per second – or up to 12 fps in live
view/silent shooting mode – is an action photographer’s dream. Videographers will love
the D780’s UHD 4K video, too. All photographers will appreciate the security the
camera’s twin SD card slots provide.
Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David Busch's Nikon D780
Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's capabilities in depth, from taking
your first photos through advanced details of setup, exposure, lens selection, lighting,
and more, and relates each feature to specific photographic techniques and situations.
Also included is the handy visual “roadmap” guide to the D780, a chapter with close-up
photos and descriptions of the camera's essential features and controls. Learn when to
use each option and, more importantly, when not to use them, by following the author’s
recommended settings for every menu entry. With best-selling photographer and
mentor David Busch as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your
camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, as an advanced enthusiast,
or are just out for fun. Start building your knowledge and confidence, while bringing
your vision to light with the Nikon D780 today.
Mastering the Nikon Z6 by Darrell Young provides a wealth of experience-based information
and insights for owners of Nikon's new mirrorless full-frame Z6 camera. Darrell is determined
to help the user navigate past the confusion that often comes with complex and powerful
professional camera equipment. This book explores the features and capabilities of the camera
in a way that far surpasses the user’s manual. It guides readers through the camera features
with step-by-step setting adjustments; color illustrations; and detailed how, when, and why
explanations for each option. Every button, dial, switch, and menu configuration setting is
explored in a user-friendly manner, with suggestions for setup according to various shooting
styles. Darrell’s friendly and informative writing style allows readers to easily follow directions,
while feeling as if a friend dropped in to share his knowledge. The information in this book goes
beyond the camera itself and also covers basic photography technique.
The Ultimate Nikon D5600 User Guide for Beginners and Seniors! The Nikon D5600 is a
midrange DX-format that sports a 24MP CMOS sensor with no optical low-pass filter (OLPF)
and the company's latest EXPEED 4 processor. This combination offers an ISO range of
100-25600 and 5 fps burst shooting, while the 39-point AF system can track subjects in '3D'.
Other features include a fully articulating 3.2" touchscreen LCD with 1.04M dots, 1080/60p
video, and Wi-Fi with Bluetooth for a constant connection, plus NFC for quick pairing with
Android devices. The D5600 is a capable DSLR with an added always-connected system for
communicating with smart devices. A user guide is very important since it will give you all
information and also guideline to use any device and this D5600 user manual has been
specifically designed to help you understand the functions and features of your new camera.
This Includes a setup guide, expansion, tips, experiences and troubleshooting information to
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help you get the best out of it. Here's a preview of what you'll learn: Getting to Know the
Camera( The body, mode dial, viewfinder etc) Shooting Options( Color space, resetting
shooting menu, noise reduction, optical VR etc) Connections.. ( Caution, Printing, How to copy
images to computer etc) Handy features( Disabling the Beeper, Card Reminder, Setting the
Image Review time ect) Recording and Viewing Movies( How to record movies, caution, How
to view movies, how to edit movies etc) To grab a copy, please scroll to the top of this page
and click the buy now button!
Use your Nikon D3500 camera like the pros Capturing frame-worthy photos is no easy feat —
until now! Inside, author Julie King shares her experience as a professional photographer and
photography teacher to help you get picture-perfect landscapes, portraits, action shots, and
more with your Nikon D3500 digital SLR camera. It takes more than a good eye and an
amazing camera to get shots like the pros. With the help of Nikon D3500 For Dummies, you’ll
find all the expert advice and know-how you need to unlock your camera’s capabilities to their
fullest potential. From working with the basics of lighting and exposure to making sense of your
camera’s fanciest features, you’ll be snapping professional-grade photos in a flash! Learn the
five essential options for shooting quality photos Understand the settings that control exposure
Take charge of color and focus features Put your skills together to shoot portraits, close-ups,
and action shots Whether you’re shooting in automatic mode, scene mode, or manual mode,
you’ll get all the guidance you need to take photos you’ll be proud to share.
In Studio Anywhere 2: Hard Light, photographer and author Nick Fancher builds on the
success of his previous book (Studio Anywhere: A Photographer’s Guide to Shooting in
Unconventional Locations) as he continues to offer candid, practical, and valuable lessons on
how to create successful and fresh photographs armed with only minimal gear, a resourceful
mind, and a creative spirit. The heart and soul of Studio Anywhere 2: Hard Light resemble its
predecessor, but this time Nick focuses his approach on hard light, demonstrating how to use it
in innovative and flattering ways, working with subjects ranging from products to people. You’ll
learn: • How to work with both available light (e.g., the sun) and manufactured light (such as
inexpensive small flash) • How to shape, bounce, and manipulate your unmodified flash to get
the results you want • The importance of proper light placement and ambient balance • How to
create dramatic, intentional photographs with hard light • DIY techniques for making your own
gobos and photo hacks (such as with a reflector) • How to incorporate colored gels into your
work to create expressive and innovative imagery • Post-processing tricks and techniques that
Nick uses to achieve the final look of the image Included in the book are behind-the-scenes
photos, lighting diagrams, and Lightroom settings for every scenario, so the reader can follow
along from idea through the shoot and on to the final edit. There is also a feature throughout
the book called “Making a Scene” where, upon being presented with an “empty” scene,
you’re challenged to figure out where you might place your subject and your light(s) in order to
achieve a specific effect or result. At the back of the book, Nick shows you how he chose to
tackle each scenario. The goal is to train yourself to look at the everyday, commonplace
locations and scenarios you encounter and begin to see them full of photographic potential.
Are you tired of squinting at the tiny color-coded tables and difficult-to-read text you find on the
typical laminated reference card that you keep with you when you’re in the field or on location?
Well throw away your cheat sheets and command cards! DAVID BUSCH’S COMPACT FIELD
GUIDE FOR THE NIKON D5300 is your solution. This full-color, lay-flat, spiral-bound reference
guide condenses all the information you’ll need while shooting into a portable book you’ll want
to keep tucked into your camera bag. You’ll find every settings option for your Nikon D5300
listed, along with advice on why you should use—or not use—each adjustment. Useful tables
provide recommended settings for a wide variety of shooting situations, including landscapes,
portraits, sports, close-ups, and travel. With this guide on hand, you have all the information
you need at your fingertips so you can confidently use your camera on the go.
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Your guide to capturing that perfect shot The Nikon D7500 has created a buzz in the
photography community, gaining recognition for its appealing combination of high-end features
and compact size. If you’re upgrading your existing dSLR or even purchasing your very first
camera, Nikon D7500 For Dummies will help you feel like a pro in no time. This book highlights
the importance of understanding all of the basic features of your new camera, before diving
into insights about how to take top-notch photos. You’ll learn about when and how to use
flash, understand exposure, and control focus and depth of field. There is also information on
taking expert action, close-up, and landscape shots, and how to access and download those
photo files. Photography is a great way to capture lifelong memories, and this book makes it
easy to get started. Learn photography terminology Shoot, view, and trim movies Master color
controls Discover ways to customize your camera Don’t just settle for auto mode; take
advantage of all the D7500’s amazing features with the help of Nikon D7500 For Dummies!
Everything you need to know to take amazing photographs using your new DSLR The Nikon
D5300 Digital Field Guide is filled with everything you need to know to take fantastic photos
with your new Nikon. In full color, this portable guide covers all of the essential controls,
features, and functions of the Nikon D5300, using step-by-step instructions and providing fullcolor images of each menu screen. Nikon users will love this comprehensive field guide—it's
just the right size to fit into a camera bag, so you'll be able to take it wherever your
photography adventures take you. The guide goes beyond camera settings, offering you a
refresher course in digital photography principles, and covering the essentials of lighting,
composition, and exposure. This perfectly sized field guide features: Compact size, allowing
photographers to carry it wherever they go Professional advice on everything from composing
a variety of shots to choosing lenses Colorful example images, along with detailed instructions
on how to get the most from each of the camera's features Filled with amazing examples, this
handy guide offers a variety of tips and tricks. You'll learn how to capture portraits, take
character-filled candid shots, frame sports action, document travel, work with macro
photography, and much more!
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